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Gun Violence in Schools—It’s “Their” Government’s Fault  

Once again, we are dealing with the horror of young people bringing guns to school for the purpose 
of murdering their classmates or former classmates. As usual there is the typical hue and cry from the 
progressive left for gun control. But, whose fault is it that we now live in a desensitized society were 
traditional Christian moral values are shunned? “Those People” created a nation of materialistic 
money-worshipers who have expressed utter scorn for values that traditional Bible-Belt conservative 
Southerners have always embraced. Was it Southerners who threw God out of public schools; or who 
removed all Christian symbols and holidays from public display; or who exchanged normal God 
sanctioned marriage for homosexual marriage; or who promoted Hollywood elites who encourage 
vulgarity in public conversation? All these things—and much more—were done by those elites who 
control progressive America—Lincoln’s Yankee Empire.  
 
The answer to gun violence demanded by the progressive left is to remove guns from law-abiding 
Americans! Guns did not cause our society to devalue human life; guns did not teach our youth that it 
is acceptable to live your life by the hippie motto of “if it feels good do it” because, according to the 
progressive left, all social values are relative—there are no moral absolutes. The Bible-Belt 
conservative South did not create the society in which we are forced to live but we cannot use that as 
an excuse for not taking definite actions to reclaim the right to be the masters of our own society. 
 
We demonstrated in Punished With Poverty that the Bible-Belt South is radically different from the 
rest of these United States with respect to our Bible based values. But the South is a minority in the 
greater United States—better described as the Yankee Empire. “Those people,” as General Lee 
denoted Yankees, control our Southern society. Those people are forcing traditional Christians to 
worship at their secular humanist, progressivist altar. They are forcing us to surrender generation after 
generation of Southern youth to the indoctrination of their secular humanist state. As pointed out in 
Nullifying Tyranny: Creating Moral Communities in an Immoral Society, the only way to control our 
Southern, God-centered, society is to reclaim the right to control the secular, humanist, progressive 
federal government. Gun violence in schools or ghetto-like cities is merely a symptom of the disease. 
Treating symptoms will never cure the underlying disease. It is time that we took control of our society! 
It is time that we the people of Dixie applied the remedy to big government liberalism. 
 

 

http://www.kennedytwins.com/
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Feces, Needles, and Garbage Coming to 

Sanctuary Dixie?  

A recent report issued by an expert in infectious diseases noted that the liberal controlled, sanctuary 

city of San Francisco has more filth than poor communities in “Brazil, Kenya, and India.” If you want 

to see what the South will eventually look like if we do not take bold steps to reclaim the right to 

control our Southern society, then all you have to do is take a look at San Francisco, or Chicago, or 

Detroit.  

Progressives have turned a beautiful city into a cesspool.  The article described a city where it is 

common to see “feces, needles and garbage” on the sidewalks. Liberal politicians did this by luring 

illegals and other social parasites with generous welfare benefits. A liberal judge dismissed 66,000 

arrest warrants for public drunkenness and urinating on sidewalks because he felt bad for the 

criminals. Liberals are always willing to sacrifice the safety of law-abiding taxpayers if it will buy them 

reliable votes from social parasites. 

When liberals and progressives take over a city, state or nation average people no longer have the 

right to protest when their right to privacy, safety or even a clean society is denied. The leftist media 

will brand anyone who dares to protest the loss of community standards as being “uncaring and 

bigoted.” San Francisco is coming to Dixie.   https://conservativetribune.com/nicest-sanctuary-city-in-us/  

 

Need an EDITOR, PROOFREADER or 
GHOSTWRITER for your book? 

 
Contact 
Donna Mitcham at donnamitcham4@gmail.com 
 
    ~ Editor and/or Proofreader for major 
 authors for 31 years. 
 
    ~ Editor for the Kennedy Twins, including 
 their upcoming book: Yankee Empire: 
 Aggressive Abroad and Despotic at Home 

 
    ~ Proofreads and edits blogs, articles, and 
 books, including Military History  
 

 

The Yankee Empire In Action 

Lt. Commander Paul Gramling and Donnie Kennedy at 
the S. D. Lee Symposium in Shreveport.  Paul and 
Donnie discussed plans for the SCV going on the 
offensive after he becomes Commander-in-Chief SCV 

https://conservativetribune.com/nicest-sanctuary-city-in-us/
mailto:donnamitcham4@gmail.com
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Is There An Epidemic of Gun Violence 

in America? 

Recent FBI data on homicide rates in the United States 

indicates an upswing. The current (2016) data indicates a 

rate of 5.3 deaths per 100,000 of population which is up 

from the 2015 rate of 4.9. But it is still much lower than the 

1990s rate of 9 per 100,000 population. One author noted 

that some states with very limited gun control laws 

(Dakotas, Utah, Idaho, Minnesota, Vermont, and New 

Hampshire) have very low gun related death rates but states 

such as Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama as well as the 

rest of the South are “driving up the US rates.” The 

politically correct elephant in the room that no one will talk 

about is “What is the major difference between these 

states—North vs South?”  Let us do the politically incorrect 

thing and try to answer the question that people are too 

afraid to ask. 

Louisiana’s homicide rate is 11.8 while South Dakota’s is 

3.1! But Louisiana’s black population is 34% while South 

Dakota’s black population is 2%.  Could this demographic 

difference have any impact on the homicide rates of these 

states? Mississippi’s homicide rate is 8.0 and its black 

population is 38% while Idaho’s homicide rate is 2.9 while 

its black population is 1%. If you factor out homicides 

committed by blacks in the South the remaining homicide 

rate would be comparable to that of the Dakotas or Idaho. 

The politically correct Gestapo will brand anyone who 

dares to point out this obvious fact as being an evil racist 

seeking to put blacks “back in chains.” The slaughter of 

innocent black children in America’s inner cities is a direct 

result of liberal policies that have intentionally created a 

liberal voting dependency class; destroyed black nuclear 

families in inner cities; and produced a social condition in 

which many young black men see gangs and drugs as their 

only hope.  

It is not racist or hateful to recognize a problem and to 

provide a solution—the hate comes from those whose 

political interest is in maintaining black Southerners on 

Uncle Sam’s welfare plantation in exchange for votes. A 

free and prosperous South will solve these issues.  As noted 

in Punished With Poverty the ruling political elite use the 

technique of divide and rule to convince black and white 

Southerners that we are natural enemies but the truth is that 

we have more in common with each other than either has 

with the elites in Washington, D.C. or Wall Street. 

   

 
Paul Graham with Shotwell Publishing is also 

the author of Confederaphobia! An American 

Epidemic. Paul outlines the rather illogical 

reaction of the intellectual class as they attempt 

to culturally cleanse the good ole U.S.A. of all 

symbols of the traditional South. His book is 

published by Shotwell Publishing and is 

available from online book retailers, such as: 

tinyurl.com/confederaphobia   

Yankee Imperialism After the Death of Dixie 

In the 1940s Southern historian Francis Simkins 

noted that “Northern capitalism was eagerly 

imperialistic.” Professor Paul Conkin of Vanderbilt 

University also noted that after the War the South 

became an “impoverished…colony of the North.” 

But of course, Patrick Henry warned the South about 

the dangers of going into a union with money 

grubbing Yankees. Their history has been and 

continues to be a story of the unceasing efforts to 

advance their Hamiltonian vision of a global 

financial and industrial empire. Whether it is Hawaii, 

Cuba, the Philippines or Iraq the Yankee Empire 

always finds a way to advance its commercial and 

financial empire. The Spanish American War was so 

imperialistic in nature that Samuel Clemens (Mark 

Twain) suggested that the U.S. should remove the 

stars from the U.S. flag and replace them with skull 

and cross bones. The vast expansion of the supreme 

federal government is built upon the ashes of the 

captive nation the Confederate States of America.  

http://tinyurl.com/confederaphobia
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The Perfect Christmas Gift for the Southerner 

in Your Life 
 

            

Give the gift of Southern Freedom—“Where there is no vision the people perish.” 

Yankee Empire: Aggressive Abroad and Despotic at Home 

“Aggressive abroad and despotic at home” is how General Robert E. Lee, in 1866, described the future 

government of the United States if the American principle of States Rights was replaced with a supreme 

federal government.  “Those people,” the term General Lee used to denote Yankees, were indeed 

successful in their dream of creating a supreme federal government—a government that replaced the 

original Republic of Sovereign States with an empire, the Yankee Empire! Pacified Southerners refused 

to recognize this reality but the Empire does indeed exist and it rules over its captive nation with an iron 

rod. It is an Empire that has the most effective propaganda system in history to protect and promote the 

Yankee Empire’s interest. It is an Empire that has more foreign military bases around the world than 

either the Roman or British Empires at their height! It is an Empire that requires its subjects to surrender 

between 40 to 60% of their income to the Empire. It is an Empire that has declared war against traditional 

Christian moral values. This current generation has lived to see the day when high school football games 

were opened with a prayer to the day in which male perverts who identify themselves as female can 

follow young girls into public bathrooms! Yes, the evil Empire exists and it rules us with an iron rod. 

Yankee Empire: Aggressive Abroad and Despotic at Home is the title of the Kennedy Twins’ latest 

book—to be released this summer. This book is a captive nation’s plea for freedom! It outlines how 

General Lee’s prediction has become today’s sad reality. The current globalist Yankee Empire was built 

upon the ashes of the Confederate States of America. Lincoln’s emerging Yankee Empire invaded the 

peaceful, democratically elected, Confederacy to maintain their ability to loot tariff revenue from the 

South. In the process they intentionally punished black and white Southerners with poverty and replaced 

America’s original constitutionally limited Republic of Sovereign States with the supreme Yankee 

Empire. Pacified Southerners, the ruling political elite in Washington, D.C., and the financial elites on 

Wall Street and K Street will hate this book—all the more reason for you to put it on your “want” list.  

 

A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words  

The picture to the left is used on the cover of Uncle Seth Fought the 

Yankees, by James Ron Kennedy. Uncle Seth was a “good ole rebel.” 

He never “shallowed the dog,” the term Confederate veterans used to 

describe taking the loyalty oath—i.e. pledging allegiance to the 

victorious Yankee Empire.  Uncle Seth understood the difference 

between patriotism (which is local) and nationalism (which seeks to 

gain financial profits by projecting power beyond the nation’s borders). 

When I commissioned the artist to do the work I specifically asked him 

to do something that would first and foremost be “in your face” to those 

who believe that the United States had a right to force the people of the 

South to live under a government that was not based upon our free and 

unfettered consent. I wanted it to be clear which nation was the invader 

and which nation was being invaded. Which flag represented a people 

defending their right to freedom and which nation’s flag represented an 

evil invader intent on destroying freedom. As Gen. Beauregard said: 

“The Federal troops came as invaders, and the Southern troops stood 

as defenders of their homes.” When will we stand to defend our homes? 
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Autographed copies of the Kennedy Twins Books.  Make payable and send check or money order to: Ole 
South Books, 275 Dan Acree Rd., Downsville, La. 71234.  All books shipped via Priority Mail (prices 
include shipping). 

 The South Was Right! $31.50    Was Jefferson Davis Right? $21.50  
 Myths of American Slavery $28.50   Reclaiming Liberty $26.50                               
 Uncle Seth Fought the Yankees $26.50  Nullifying Tyranny $21.50   
 Punished with Poverty $21.50    Dixie Rising- Rules for Rebels $16.50 
 Why Not Freedom!  $21.50    Lincoln’s Marxists $31.50 
 Rekilling Lincoln $28.50 
 A View of the Constitution (Rawle) $16.50  
  

Book titles in italics indicate hardback book—all others paperback. 

Any questions contact: WDKennedy@Reagan.com  

The Yankee Empire—It is Their Country Not Ours 

 Worldwide (Globalists) Yankee Imperialism has its origin in the North’s invasion, conquest, and occupation of 

The Confederate States of America.  Yankee Imperialists set the stage for justifying the invasion of the Confederacy by 

the skillful use of propaganda falsely claiming (1) the South fired the first shot of the so-called Civil War and thus 

initiated war and (2) falsely claiming the South was fighting to maintain and expand the institution of chattel slavery 

while the North was fighting to free their black brothers from the cruel bonds of chattel slavery. This slanderous anti-

South propaganda pattern would be followed throughout the remainder of the 19th, 20th, and into the 21st centuries to 

justify the invasion, conquest, exploitation and continuing occupation of the Confederate States of America. The same 

pattern of Yankee propaganda would be used to justify worldwide aggressive military expeditions that always resulted 

in an expanding military/commercial/financial Yankee Empire. In the century and a half since the end of the so-called 

Civil War, the Yankee Empire has followed its Civil War practice of using high sounding moral justifications for its 

aggressive military interventions. Unfortunately for the subjugated people, the asserted moral values used as an excuse 

to justify foreign military intervention would never be fully, if at all, accomplished—yet, the expansion of the Yankee 

Empire’s military/commercial/financial interests would always be accomplished. The Yankee Empire would always be 

able to congratulate itself— “mission accomplished,” because the Yankee Empire’s financial and commercial interests 

are “too big to fail!” [Taken from manuscript Yankee Empire: Aggressive Abroad and Despotic at Home] 

mailto:WDKennedy@Reagan.com
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Bret Moffit (KY) with Donnie and Ron Kennedy at Stephen Dill Lee Institute, Shreveport, 

LA February 16-17, 2018 

 

On May 7, 1861 General Patrick 

Cleburne stated, "...I believe the 

North is about to wage a brutal and 

unholy war on a people who have 

done them no wrong, in violation of 

the Constitution and the fundamental 

principles of the government. They 

no longer acknowledge that all 

government derives its validity from 

the consent of the governed. They 

are about to invade our peaceful 

homes, destroy our property, 

inaugurate a servile insurrection, 

murder our men, and dishonor our 

women. We propose no invasion of 

the North, no attack on them and only 

ask to be left alone."  

Deo Vindice 

 


